Introduction
============

Although diagnostic ultrasound is a well-established method, there is only growing awareness of ultrasound as a potential therapeutic modality for neurologic disease. With the very recent Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval (July 2016) of essential tremor (ET) as the first neurologic condition for focused ultrasound (FUS) treatment, both preclinical and clinical research are expanding rapidly for several neurologic indications.[@b1-10.1177_1179573517705670] Much of this progress is due to improving technology to provide controlled levels of ultrasonic energy that can be focused to a brain target, noninvasively through the skull and guided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). High-intensity FUS (HIFU) is sufficient to create a coagulation lesion in the brain with the goal of developing a substantially less invasive way to create stereotactic brain lesions. Moderate levels of FUS energy, provided in pulsed (p) mode, can be employed to safely open the blood-brain barrier (BBB) for localized delivery of large therapeutics such as protein, genes, and cells as a potentially restorative treatment of neurodegenerative diseases such as the Parkinson disease (PD).[@b2-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b4-10.1177_1179573517705670]

A Brief Summary of Stereotactic Surgery for Movement Disorders
==============================================================

Stereotactic brain lesioning has been explored for decades as an effective treatment for medically refractory patients with movement disorders. Only recently, however, MRI-guided high intensity--focused ultrasound (MRgHIFU) has been evaluated as a viable treatment option for generating these targeted lesions. Although effective, lesioning for movement disorder has been largely replaced by deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery. Deep brain stimulation is similar in strategy to stereotactic lesioning but has 2 significant advantages. Unlike lesional surgery, DBS does not create any intentional brain injury. Suppression of motor abnormalities such as tremor is accomplished through continuous high-frequency (130--180 Hz) stimulation, although the mechanism of its lesion-like inhibitory effect is still debated.[@b5-10.1177_1179573517705670]

An issue with stereotactic lesions has been the association with unexpected neurological difficulties when performed on both hemispheres. In particular, bilateral thalamotomy for tremor related to PD was found to be strongly associated with dysarthria in early studies.[@b6-10.1177_1179573517705670] Unlike stereotactic lesions, bilateral DBS can be safely performed to improve the larger number of patients with bilateral motor symptoms. Adjustability of these devices is a major advantage of this approach over lesional surgery. When side effects of bilateral stimulation such as dysarthria occur, these can usually be mitigated by lowering the intensity of stimulation.[@b7-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Deep brain stimulation is not, however, without its own complications, which include surgical complications such as intracerebral hemorrhage (0.5%--2.0%) and infection (1%--3%), as well as DBS-specific issues such as lead migration and fracture (1%--3%) and device malfunction (1%--3%).[@b8-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b10-10.1177_1179573517705670] Deep brain stimulation also introduces added procedures and costs over surgical lesioning, including surgical implantation and periodic replacement of the programmable pulse generator, as well as device programming visits.

These limitations of DBS provided a rationale for investigating less invasive surgical methods. Radiosurgery uses contemporary stereotactic methods to localize the brain target and a focused array of emitters that have been extensively used to treat brain tumors (Gamma Knife).[@b11-10.1177_1179573517705670] This less invasive method has also been applied to relieve symptoms of both ET and PD, with the best results seen in lesioning of ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM) for ET.[@b12-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b14-10.1177_1179573517705670] A major issue preventing widespread acceptance of this method for functional neurosurgery is the delayed effect of ionizing radiation--based lesioning. Extent of treatment is determined solely by a calculation of dose because the effects of radiation occur with a variable delay. Although the rate of off-target effects for radiosurgery is relatively low, they can occur with a delay of days to months.[@b15-10.1177_1179573517705670] These previous studies of radiosurgery along with the real-time effects of sonic energy have added to the rationale for the study of MRgHIFU as a treatment of movement disorders.

FUS: Principles of Operation
============================

Clinically approved applications of ultrasound include low-intensity exposures for healing in physical therapy[@b16-10.1177_1179573517705670] and higher intensity FUS for noninvasively ablating a variety of benign and malignant tumors.[@b17-10.1177_1179573517705670] The former includes the treatment of uterine fibroids,[@b18-10.1177_1179573517705670] breast cancer,[@b19-10.1177_1179573517705670] and bone metastasis[@b20-10.1177_1179573517705670] and the latter being for palliative purposes.

Similar to light waves, ultrasound waves can be focused using either single-element concave transducers or electronically controlled phased arrays of many smaller piezoelectric transducers (somewhat analogous in principle to a Gamma Knife). The energy can be concentrated up to 3 orders of magnitude into a small and elongated ellipsoid volume, typically on the order of 2 × 7 mm at the focus. As a result, the rates of energy deposition generally used clinically are capable of raising tissue temperature of the tissues within seconds to 60°C or greater to induce denaturation of cell proteins and ultimately coagulative necrosis. In the intervening tissues of the pre- and postfocal region, lower intensities of sonic energy are found. As a result, energy absorption is also lower, and the deleterious effects of the exposures (i.e. thermal damage) do not occur.[@b17-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b21-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b22-10.1177_1179573517705670]

The current standard for image-guided HIFU for minimally invasive nonincisional treatments in the brain employs MRI (MRgHIFU) as the imaging modality. Magnetic resonance imaging enables high-resolution soft tissue imaging for treatment planning, whereas magnetic resonance (MR) thermometry also allows for quasi real-time brain temperature monitoring. This allows for validating that the region of treatment has received the designated thermal dose, while also ensuring that regions outside of the treatment zone are not adversely affected. These devices employ multielement, phased array transducers for fast accurate electronic beam steering. Current technology allows for more precise correction of aberrations in the sonic beam path that occurs as it passes through the skull.[@b23-10.1177_1179573517705670] This capacity to create a targeted thermal lesion within brain through the intact skull allows for the application of FUS to a variety of neurologic conditions including movement disorders.

Similar to DBS and open surgical lesioning methods, MRgHIFU-treated patients begin their day with shaving of the head followed by placement of a stereotactic frame using a local anesthetic at the pin sites, where bruising and bleeding of the scalp can occur. They then spend approximately an hour in the MRI scanner during the alignment process of the ultrasound array and the MRI. As with DBS, patients remain off medication for their movement disorder on that day to maximize these symptoms as a target for the treatment end point. Current studies for movement disorders have used a device possessing 1024 ultrasound elements (Exablate; INSIGHTEC Ltd, Tirat Carmel, Israel; [Figure 1](#f1-10.1177_1179573517705670){ref-type="fig"}). Along with the stereotactic frame, the head is covered with silicone rubber bag filled with chilled degassed circulating water. This both improves coupling of the ultrasound array to the head and is important to reduce sonication-related heating of the skull and scalp, the major technical limitation for current devices.

The effects of MRgHIFU, DBS, and radiofrequency surgical lesioning can be observed during the procedure. During both DBS and surgical lesioning, the intensity of electrical stimulation or thermal energy is gradually increased, and the response of the awake patient (relief of symptoms or intrusion of other neurologic symptoms) is used to functionally validate accuracy of the anatomic target and determine the treatment end point. The goal of all forms of surgery for movement disorders is maximal relief of motor symptoms (tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, and dystonia) without intrusion of symptoms associated with damage or stimulation of adjacent (off-target) brain regions such as dysarthria, paresthesia, weakness, diplopia, or visual field defects.

MRgHIFU for Movement Disorders
==============================

Essential tremor was the first neurological disorder evaluated for treatment with MRgHIFU for several reasons. (1) ET is a common disorder where medical therapy is frequently inadequate for patients with severe disability tremor.[@b24-10.1177_1179573517705670] (2) The VIM of the thalamus is a well-established target for both lesioning and DBS for reduction in tremor in medically refractory patients with either ET or PD. (3) The anatomical target---the VIM---is centrally located within the brain, which reduces the distortional effects of the skull on focusing the ultrasound energy. (4) Treatment of the VIM in ET not only results in tremor reduction but also substantially reduces disability in selected patients with only unilateral treatment, such as patients with severe tremor in the dominant hand. This approach has been validated by several published clinical studies that have shown significant improvement after treatment using standardized scales rating both tremor amplitude and tremor-related disability.

An initial study treated 4 medication-resistant patients with ET resulting in more than 80% reduction on tremor scores for at least 3 months with associated functional improvement. As expected from earlier surgical studies, the only adverse neurological effect was paresthesias on the treated hand.[@b25-10.1177_1179573517705670] The University of Virginia group treated 15 patients with ET with similar characteristics and sonication parameters.[@b26-10.1177_1179573517705670] Treatment resulted in more than 60% reduction in hand tremor compared with baseline, with associated improvement in tremor-related disabilities in activities such as writing, drinking, and eating and was persistent for at least 1 year. Adverse effects related to MRgHIFU treatment included head pain, light-headedness, nausea, and a sensation of movement.[@b27-10.1177_1179573517705670] Thalamotomy-related adverse events included sensory changes seen in most of the patients but persisted only in 3 patients. Transient unsteadiness, weakness, and dysarthria were also observed. Magnetic resonance imaging--related abnormalities were observed within 24 hours of sonication at the target location predicted by the real-time MR thermography. Treated patients also showed alterations in thalamic connectivity on MRI diffusion tensor imaging sequences.[@b28-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Earlier observations have been validated in a recent larger multicenter double-blind sham-controlled pivotal study.[@b1-10.1177_1179573517705670] Attempts to treat patients with the current device (650-kHz frequency of sonic energy), designed for a high level of accuracy of target sonication, sometimes fail to attain sufficient thermal doses at the target for lesioning. This is usually due to skull characteristics that can raise sonic energy attenuation, which ultimately limits energy deposition at the target.[@b29-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b30-10.1177_1179573517705670] It is also due to the fact that the frequency is lower than typical therapeutic ultrasound devices (\~1 MHz), being optimized for transmission through the skull. Higher frequencies generate proportionally higher energy deposition due to greater energy absorption, similar to ultrasound imaging, creating larger temperature elevations.

The VIM has also been targeted with MRgHIFU for relief of tremor associated with PD. An initial study of 7 patients with severe refractory tremor associated with PD demonstrated immediate abolition of contralateral arm tremor that persisted for at least 3 months, with mild neurology deficits that did not persist.[@b31-10.1177_1179573517705670] Benefit of MRgHIFU has been confirmed in a recent blinded sham-controlled study for PD tremor.[@b32-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Targets other than VIM have been treated with MRgHIFU for relief of other aspects of PD besides tremor. Unilateral lesions were created with MRgHIFU in 13 consecutive patients with PD targeting where the fiber tracts exiting the pallidum on route to thalamus (pallidothalamic tract), including the fasciculus lenticularis and ansa lenticularis.[@b33-10.1177_1179573517705670] Although initial patients treated had rapid return of PD symptoms associated with insufficient increases in target temperature, increasing the ultrasound energy resulted in a 60% reduction in unified Parkinson disease rating scale (UPDRS) scores in 9 subsequent patients. This group of patients was heterogeneous regarding motor signs of PD (tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, and dyskinesias) but showed improvement that persisted during the 3-month follow-up period. Patients with PD have also begun to be treated with MRgHIFU targeted to the globus pallidus interna (GPi), a well-established target for both surgical treatment and DBS.[@b34-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b36-10.1177_1179573517705670] Lesional surgery to the GPi has not only been shown to improve cardinal signs of PD, such as tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity, but also is particularly effective in reducing the abnormal movements that develop after years of treatment with [l]{.smallcaps}-Dopa ([l]{.smallcaps}-Dopa--induced dyskinesias or LIDs).[@b37-10.1177_1179573517705670] In the first reported case, a patient with PD and intrusive dyskinesias was successfully treated with an MRgHIFU unilateral pallidotomy. This patient experienced a 76% reduction in the severity of motor signs in the "off " medication state, as well as a 53% reduction in dyskinesia ratings even 6 months after the procedure. As with surgical pallidotomy, some improvement was even seen ipsilateral to the treated hemisphere, without any off-target neurological adverse effects.[@b38-10.1177_1179573517705670] Our center is currently part of a safety and feasibility study of MRgHIFU pallidotomy with plans for a multicenter phase 2 study. Treated patients have highly asymmetric motor signs, are L-Dopa responsive, but have significant disability from LIDs.

Although the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is the most common target for DBS in PD, it was rarely targeted for stereotactic surgery in the past. The reluctance is based on lesion studies in primates and experience in patients after stroke, where destruction of the STN results in dramatic involuntary movements such as hemiballismus.[@b39-10.1177_1179573517705670] A large study, where stereotactic surgical lesions were created in the STN, resulted in improvement in PD motor symptoms, but a significant incidence of hemiballismus.[@b40-10.1177_1179573517705670] Whether a more controlled approach using MRgHIFU will allow for safe and effective lesioning of the STN remains to be determined.

Stereotactic surgery including DBS placement commonly uses microelectrode recording to validate target location by the firing patterns of neuronal units followed by test stimulation of the putative target for patient responses. The minimally invasive strategy of MRgHIFU does not allow for physiologic recording, but both neurons and myelinated axons can be stimulated by nonlethal ultrasound energy with responses similar to electrical stimulation.[@b41-10.1177_1179573517705670] This allows for targeting in MRgHIFU studies of relevant gray matter nuclei as well as white matter tracts. The group that targeted the pallidothalamic tract in patients with PD also targeted the cerebellothalamic tract (CTT) in a group of 21 consecutive patients with severe refractory ET, with comparable improvement in tremor severity and disability. Adverse events of treatment were relatively mild and nonserious. Notably, this study included the first 3 patients to receive bilateral (staged) MRgHIFU brain lesions for a movement disorder.[@b42-10.1177_1179573517705670] A desire to reduce complications associated with thalamic damage was the rationale for targeting the CTT with MRgHIFU. Bilateral surgical lesioning for movement disorders has rarely been performed after early experiences in the 1960s. Unexpected severe dysarthria or imbalance was part of the rationale for the development of DBS, where most of the treated patients have undone bilateral implantations without these adverse effects. The observation that these MRgHIFU-treated patients had a low level of worsening of preexisting gait instability (4/21 transient 1/21 permanent), without reported dysarthria, is consistent with results of a large study of bilateral thalamotomy using radiosurgery.[@b43-10.1177_1179573517705670] Ventral intermediate nucleus lesions were created bilaterally to treat patients with ET with both bilateral appendicular and axial tremor. The incidence of dysarthria was far lower than older lesional surgery and similar to that of DBS.

Essential tremor and especially PD are progressive conditions where motor symptoms worsen over time. Patients treated with DBS are seen at regular intervals where the parameters of stimulation are adjusted to compensate for worsening symptoms. Unfortunately, disease progression may eventually result in worsening symptoms in many patients in spite of reprogramming.[@b44-10.1177_1179573517705670] When significant worsening occurs after lesional surgery, repeat surgery may be performed, which has usually been successful in regaining the original clinical response.[@b45-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b46-10.1177_1179573517705670] The potential efficacy and safety of retreatment of any aspect of a movement disorder with MRgHIFU remain to be determined.

FUS-Enhanced Delivery: Opening the BBB
======================================

All neurodegenerative diseases including PD lack any therapy that can slow, halt, or reverse their underlying pathology that includes neuronal loss. This situation has resulted in an explosion in research attempting to develop so-called restorative therapies that include recombinant proteins, genes, and cell-based therapy. Despite the advances in molecular and cell biology, delivery of large therapeutics in both animal models and patients with PD still requires needle injection directly into the brain. Not only is this highly invasive method associated with serious risks such as bleeding and infection but its efficacy is also frequently limited by inadequate distribution of the injected therapeutics.[@b47-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b48-10.1177_1179573517705670] Human stem cells in particular show limited migration after transplantation. Limited distribution from a needle injection site may contribute to the failure of such large therapeutics to translate from promising results in small animal models to successful clinical trials.[@b49-10.1177_1179573517705670] Although the vasculature is the most effective route to distribute therapeutics, the BBB prevents entry of cell-based therapy into brain. The specialized endothelia of the brain have continuous tight junctions which form the BBB, limiting the movement of therapeutics from the bloodstream into brain. Strategies that have been developed to open or bypass the BBB include hyperosmotic solutions of mannitol and carrier molecules that are transported across brain endothelia.[@b50-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b53-10.1177_1179573517705670]

BBB disruption using MRgFUS
---------------------------

Although FUS exposures for ablation are conducted in continuous mode for tissue destruction, FUS exposures in pulsed mode (pFUS) are nondestructive due to their lower temporal averaged intensities.[@b54-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b55-10.1177_1179573517705670] FUS exposures in pulsed mode also allow for cooling to occur between pulses, further reducing temperature increases.[@b56-10.1177_1179573517705670] Instead of heat generation, these exposures are capable of creating mechanical effects, most notably for nondestructively increasing vascular permeability to improve the delivery of therapeutic agents. This has been demonstrated in a variety of solid tumor models[@b57-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b60-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Many pFUS studies have involved increasing the permeability of the BBB to enhance or enable the delivery of agents to the brain. Studies by Hynynen, McDannold, and colleagues initially demonstrated that pFUS applied during the circulation of microbubble suspensions (FDA-approved ultrasound contrast agents) can create an MRI-targeted region of transient and safe disruption of the BBB.[@b61-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b64-10.1177_1179573517705670] The lower intensity pFUS exposures activate the microbubbles into a state of stable oscillations (i.e. noninertial cavitation), causing transient separation of endothelial tight junctions---the basis for the BBB.[@b63-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b65-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b66-10.1177_1179573517705670] The procedure can create transient (hours) opening of the BBB sufficient to allow extravasation of large therapeutics without pathology or entry blood components.[@b67-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b70-10.1177_1179573517705670] This allows large therapeutics to enter the brain from the systemic circulation including antibodies, growth factors, nanoparticles, nucleic acids, viral vectors, and cells.[@b71-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b77-10.1177_1179573517705670]

The first direct application of this strategy to neurological disease was in brain tumor therapy. In preclinical models of brain metastatic breast cancer, pFUS-mediated BBB opening substantially improved the efficacy of the anti-HER2 monoclonal antibody trastuzumab.[@b78-10.1177_1179573517705670] Preclinical studies have used pFUS to improve the delivery of growth factors and their genes in the treatment of PD. The delivery of glial-derived growth factor (GDNF) and the related factor neurturin from the blood was improved in rodents with the use of this procedure.[@b2-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b74-10.1177_1179573517705670] Gene therapy with GDNF has been successful in restoring dopamine metabolism and reversing motor abnormalities in a toxin-induced rat model of PD.[@b3-10.1177_1179573517705670] In this study, a plasmid expressing GDNF was preloaded into the microbubbles to enhance its concentration in the region of pFUS-mediated BBB opening. Viral vectors carrying potentially beneficial genes can also be delivered to brain from an intravenous injection after pFUS-mediated opening of the BBB.[@b73-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b79-10.1177_1179573517705670] After more than a decade of experience in animals that include nonhuman primates, this method is accumulating substantial data supporting its safety, including the use of repeated treatments, an approach essential to the continued treatment of chronic progressive neurologic disease.[@b80-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b81-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Treatment of the Alzheimer disease (AD) is also a potential goal with pFUS-mediated opening of the BBB. Studies in mouse models of AD have demonstrated both reduction in brain amyloid burden and behavioral improvement using this strategy coupled with either injected or endogenous anti-amyloid antibodies.[@b82-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b86-10.1177_1179573517705670] The development of clinical amyloid-based nuclear medicine scans makes a planned pilot study in humans feasible, with the aim of determining whether pFUS can reduce the amyloid burden in a local brain region. A similar approach may be useful to deliver anti-alpha-synuclein antibodies that are under development as a disease-modifying therapy for PD.

Using pFUS to open the BBB has even been applied to therapeutics as large as cells in experimental animals. Stem cells have been found in brain regions that have FUS opening of the BBB after intracarotid injection, whereas lymphocytes will enter treated brain regions even after intravenous injections.[@b4-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b87-10.1177_1179573517705670] Stem cell therapy could also be advanced through another novel use of pFUS reported to stimulate endogenous brain stem cell proliferation.[@b88-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Delivery of large therapeutics across the BBB has always been limited by the inefficiency of the transfer where accumulation of 1% to 2% of the total injected agent/cell into the blood in brain is a true accomplishment.[@b52-10.1177_1179573517705670] Studies of molecular or cellular therapies usually find that less than 0.1% of the injected agent can be detected in the sonicated region of brain after pFUS-mediated opening of the BBB.[@b4-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b71-10.1177_1179573517705670] Our group has attempted to address this issue by combining a pFUS-based method with a complimentary strategy known as magnetic targeting or attraction. This method is based on attracting super paramagnetic iron oxide--containing nanoparticles (SPIONs) to an applied magnetic field.[@b88-10.1177_1179573517705670] Molecular therapeutics such as beneficial genes can be coupled with the particles, or in the case of our own work, stem cells can be loaded with SPIONs that they engulf in culture.[@b89-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b90-10.1177_1179573517705670] Our recent work indicates that stem cells loaded with SPIONs have a much greater likelihood of entering brain from the blood after pFUS-mediated opening of the BBB combined with the application of a powerful external magnet.[@b91-10.1177_1179573517705670]

Delivery of molecular and cellular therapeutic through opening the BBB has the potential to be both safer and more effective than the current method in both humans and experimental animals of intracerebral needle injection. A major limitation of the current approach in the case of cell-based therapy for PD is the poor migration of stem cells from the injection site into the large and unfavorable environment of the adult human brain.[@b47-10.1177_1179573517705670]--[@b49-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b92-10.1177_1179573517705670] Although inefficient, opening the BBB allows the cells to be widely distributed throughout the target region using the brains' natural route of delivery---the microvasculature.

Focused ultrasound is also being investigated to further improve convection-enhanced delivery (CED) by intracerebral injection, which is the current standard for delivery of protein and gene therapy to the brain. Applying energy to brain tissue with FUS improves the spread of injectates including nanoparticles after CED.[@b93-10.1177_1179573517705670],[@b94-10.1177_1179573517705670] We recently demonstrated that pulsed ultrasound exposures can safely enlarge both the extracellular and perivascular spaces in ex vivo brain tissue. Generating these effects was subsequently shown to significantly enhance the diffusion of densely pegylated nanoparticles as large as 500 nm when injected directly into the cortex following FUS exposures.[@b95-10.1177_1179573517705670] Similar mechanisms may be involved in the enhancement of transnasal delivery of proteins after sonication of the brain.[@b96-10.1177_1179573517705670]

As a therapy for movement disorders, FUS has both advantages and limitations. The MRgHIFU creates a coagulation-based brain lesion with little risk of the open surgical complications of intracerebral bleeding or infection. At this point, MRgHIFU is a onetime procedure with risk of long-lasting side effects from off-target brain injury as well as concern regarding the permanency of its symptomatic benefit. The use of pFUS to open the BBB as an alternative to direct brain injection for delivery of molecular and cellular therapeutics has great potential. Currently, this strategy is in the experimental stage, and concerns about safety, including risk of intracerebral hemorrhage, still need to be addressed. The cost of this technology is substantial and requires a highly skilled multidisciplinary team.

Over the last decade, the number of publications and animal and human studies using some form of therapeutic ultrasound has expanded exponentially. This progress is a reflection of a growing understanding of this new technology among a community of investigators that include medical physicists, biomedical engineers, neuroradiologists, neurophysiologists, neurosurgeons, psychiatrists, and neurologists. The need for translating new technologies and concepts into clinical therapies and the growing appreciation of a "team science" approach will bring the application of therapeutic ultrasound to neurological disease into focus.
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![Transcranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)--guided focused ultrasound. (A) A schematic representation of a patient to be treated with a transcranial MRI-guided focused ultrasound system. The upright patient in the background has already been fitted with a stereotactic frame. The patient's shaved headed is coupled with the (B) phase-array transducer, which possesses 1024 ultrasound elements for electronic steering of the ultrasound beam. Coupling of the head with the transducer occurs through an acoustically transparent, flexible bladder fitted over the patient's head. Chilled, degassed water is circulated between the bladder and the face of the transducer array to maximize coupling and reduce heating effects. (C) A schematic 2-dimensional representation of the multiple ultrasound beams focused noninvasively through the skull (bright green) to a single target. The image of the skull is obtained from a prior computed tomographic scan that is mechanically registered to the magnetic resonance image. Information from the skull is used by the planning software to correct for aberrations to the beam paths and accurately position the focus at the desired target. Images obtained and adapted with permission from INSIGHTEC Ltd, Tirat Carmel, Israel.](10.1177_1179573517705670-fig1){#f1-10.1177_1179573517705670}
